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A B e t t e r, M o r e
C o s t - E f f e c t i v e Wa y t o
Assemble Components
FisherTech’s Injected Metal Assembly (IMA™) process provides OEMs with better joining and

Engineering
the
B e s t Va l u e A s s e m b l i e s
Our experienced engineers help you maximize IMA process benefits

assembly solutions - improving quality, consistency and productivity at a fraction of the cost of
most traditional assembly techniques. More than 60 years of experience in using sophisticated
zinc alloy die casting technology as a joining method allows us to find easy ways of resolving
even your most complex assembly problems.
FisherTech’s proprietary IMA process has the potential to cut your production costs up to 70%
over time-consuming joining operations such as welding and soldering, press fitting, drilling
and pinning, crimping, stamping, bonding, gluing, brazing, swaging and staking. One or more
pre-manufactured components can frequently be eliminated from the assembly. The one-step
IMA process can replace multiple joining methods.
Plus, the IMA process can now expand your application horizons! You are no longer limited to

FisherTech’s Engineering Group provides valuable technical assistance to your design
engineering team so you can attain maximum value from the IMA process.
From initial concept to completed assembly design, they work with your
engineers to maximize assembly performance, resolve unforeseen issues
and reduce production costs. Their knowledge and experience can
frequently improve the functionality of your assembly by suggesting
additional cast features that enhance performance or simplify
post-production processes.
We also perform Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to accurately estimate stresses,
deflections and temperatures for critical sections of your assembly to help you
fine-tune the design for optimum performance.

joining multiple small components. Think Big with capacity to form and join much larger
components to a maximum shot size up to 4 in3 (65.5 cm3) of zinc alloy.

Prototyping: Getting all the answers before you invest
Over 1200 Injected Metal Assembly Systems are being used by OEMs in the global automotive,
industrial controls, appliance, electronic, power tool, hardware and telecom market sectors.

FisherTech manufactures economical tooling to produce prototype assemblies for
testing. These samples allow your engineering team to evaluate how the IMA

How the IMA process works

assemblies will perform in your specific application so you can make an
informed investment decision.

The components being joined are held in exact relationship
to each other by a precision custom fixturing tool, designed
and manufactured by FisherTech. Molten metal – usually

Terminations

zinc alloy – is injected into the tool’s cavity, located at the

There is no more cost-effective or better way to terminate wires, cables

intersection of the components. The injected alloy solidifies in milliseconds. As it cools, slight

and ropes than with FisherTech’s Injected Metal Assembly process.

shrinkage of the metal forms a permanent, mechanical lock on the components. When the tool opens
seconds later, it ejects the completed assembly ready-to-use, clean and free of burrs and flash.

» improves strength, quality and performance
» lowers manufacturing costs/increases productivity

Zinc alloy exhibits high strength, dimensional stability and load bearing
characteristics, as the alloy has mechanical properties similar to low

» eliminates pre-manufactured terminations

carbon steel. The alloy’s fluidity allows casting of complex, intricate detail.

» allows formation of virtually any shape

Plus, it is an environmentally friendly material and fully recyclable.

» casts fittings and terminations to 4 in3 (65.5 cm3)

What the IMA process can assemble

» accommodates cable diameters to 3/8 in (9.5 mm)

» Most materials can be assembled including metals, plastics, ceramics,

» provides high resistance to pull-off forces.

glass, paper, engineered synthetics, fibers and elastomers

» Materials of different thicknesses and heat co-efficients
» Components with complex shapes and details
» Even delicate and heat-sensitive materials can be considered.

Injected Metal Assembly (IMA)
Systems
AM91

AM46

For applications not requiring automation,

The AM46 is our most popular model for small

the AM91 can serve as an entry-level manual

component assemblies. It provides flexible solutions for

IMA system with our proven accuracy and

both simple and complex assemblies, plus terminations

repeatability. Designed for small to mid-size

for wires, cables and ropes. The AM46 can be manually

assemblies and cable terminations, the AM91

operated or fully automated for continuous production.

production of much larger, more complex component

has a maximum shot size of 0.6 in3 (10 ml).

(Model shown has optional equipment)

assemblies and new applications. The machine tooling

AM51 Adding New Dimensions
With the AM51 IMA system, FisherTech opens the door to
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accommodates a maximum shot size up to 4 in (65.5 cm )
of zinc alloy. Terminations and fittings can now be cast on
cable diameters up to 3/8 in (9.5 mm).

FisherTech’s AM51 is unique
among machines producing
high volume castings.
» high speed pneumatic injection
boosts cycle speed
» a stationary operating head allows
full automation and integration into
existing production lines
» optional integrated vision system
» optional integrated shot monitoring
system to validate casting quality
and injection unit status.

The larger tool capacity 48 in2
(310 cm2) allows larger castings,
multiple cavities for high volume
production and reduced piece price,
plus greater design latitude for
complex casting features.

We S t a n d B e h i n d
our IMA Systems
Training your operators
When our technicians commission your IMA system, they conduct

Meeting your Joining and Assembly
N e e d s N o w. . . a n d i n t o t h e F u t u r e .
FisherTech’s Injected Metal Assembly systems are designed to meet your specific joining and
assembly specifications, but with the flexibility to adapt them to future requirements.

a training session for your operators and assist them in becoming
comfortable with its operation. When personnel change, a training
course is available, at your request, for new operators.

Service support

Our IMA systems can be:
»

manually operated for low volume production needs

»

semi-automatic for moderate volume production

»

fully automatic for integration into current production lines.

Our IMA technicians are just a toll-free phone call away in assisting
you with equipment support and practical production advice. If your
concerns can’t be dealt with over the phone, they will usually arrive at
your production facility within 24 hours depending on your location.

Our IMA systems have the flexibility to adapt
to your business growth.
»

assemble different applications in the same IMA system by simply
changing the fixturing tool

»

Highest quality Renewal Parts for your
IMA system

assemble components that only vary in dimension by using tooling inserts
to save additional tooling costs

»

automate functions with load/unload devices and automatic ingot feeders.

FisherTech supplies original replacement parts for your IMA equipment.
They are manufactured to the highest standards, ensuring your IMA

Leave the manufacturing to us!

system continues to operate to the same performance level as when it
was first installed. Our large inventory means same-day shipping of

Take advantage of IMA process benefits without purchasing

most Renewal Parts.

an IMA system. FisherTech will contract to produce your
assemblies on our in-plant equipment. Your only
investment is the purchase of the assembly (fixturing) tool
for your component assembly.

Learn more about our cost-effective
IMA process
FisherTech offers free, value engineering workshops at your
facility, tailored to your specific application requirements.
By understanding our innovative assembly technology and the
properties of the alloys we use, your design engineers and project
management teams can gain maximum advantage from FisherTech’s
Injected Metal Assembly process.

